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SIXTH MEETING 

Thursday, 20 January 1994，at 14h30 

Chairman: Professor M.E. CHATTY 

The meeting was held in private from 14h30 to 15h40 and resumed in public session at 15h50. 

1. APPOINTMENT OF THE REGIONAL DIRECTOR FOR THE WESTERN PACIFIC: Item 5 of the 

Agenda (Document EB93/9) 

Dr MILAN (Rapporteur) read out the following resolution adopted by the Board in private session: 

The Executive Board, 

Considering the provisions of Article 52 of the WHO Constitution and Staff Regulation 4.5; 

and 

Considering the nomination and recommendation made by the Regional Committee for the 

Western Pacific at its forty-fourth session, 

1. REAPPOINTS Dr Sang Tae Han as Regional Director for the Western Pacific as from 

1 February 1994; and 

2. AUTHORIZES the Director-General to issue to Dr Sang Tae Han a contract for a period of 

five years from 1 February 1994，subject to the provisions of the Staff Regulations and Staff Rules. 

The CHAIRMAN congratulated Dr Han and conveyed to him the Board's best wishes for the 

continuing success of his endeavours in the Western Pacific Region. 

Dr HAN (Regional Director for the Western Pacific) said that his reappointment was a great honour 

to himself and to his country, the Republic of Korea, and a reaffirmation of the trust and confidence of the 

Board. It was also a recognition of what had been accomplished in the Western Pacific Region in the 

preceding five years, and of the efforts and dedication of the regional staff. He also thanked the Member 

States of the Western Pacific Region for their unanimous decision to nominate him for a further term, thus 

demonstrating their appreciation of the achievements of the close collaboration between them and the 

Organization in the Region. 

He was committed to work with commonsense and careful foresight to set a practical example in the 

Region of how the Organization's work could and should be done. A momentum had been established in 

many areas in the health field during his first term. He was confident that with the continued close 

collaboration of Member States and the support of his colleagues in the Region, the Director-General and 

staff at headquarters, and many other generous partners in health development, the many challenges ahead 

could be met successfully. 

He assured the Board that he would always seek to be worthy of its trust and would endeavour to 

fulfil his responsibilities to the best of his ability. 

Dr NAKAMURA congratulated Dr Han on his reappointment. The unanimous support of all the 

Member States in the Western Pacific Region was a tribute to his leadership and discernment and the 

remarkable developments achieved in the Region. He hoped that under Dr Han's leadership the Regional 

Office would continue to intensify its efforts in order to achieve the targets of health for all by the year 

2000 in the Region. 
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2. APPOINTMENT OF THE REGIONAL DIRECTOR FOR SOUTH-EAST ASIA: Item 4 of the 

Agenda (Document EB93/8) 

Dr MILAN (Rapporteur) read out the following resolution adopted by the Board in private session: 

The Executive Board, 

Considering the provisions of Article 52 of the WHO Constitution and Staff Regulation 4.5; 

and 

Considering the nomination and recommendation made by the Regional Committee for South-

East Asia at its forty-sixth session, 

1. APPOINTS Dr Uton Muchtar Rafei as Regional Director for South-East Asia as from 

1 March 1994; and 

2. AUTHORIZES the Director-General to issue to Dr Uton Muchtar Rafei a contract for a 

period of five years from 1 March 1994, subject to the provisions of the Staff Regulations and Staff 

Rules. 

The CHAIRMAN congratulated Dr Uton on his appointment and conveyed to him the Board's best 

wishes for success in all his endeavours in the South-East Asia Region. 

DF UTON (Regional Director elect for South-East Asia) said that his nomination and appointment 

were a great honour to himself, his country, Indonesia, and the staff of the South-East Asia Region. He 

would do his best to meet the expectations and aspirations of the peoples of the Region. Under the 

guidance of the Director-General, the Regional Committee, the Executive Board and the Health Assembly, 

he would do his utmost to achieve the objectives of the Organization, as set out in its Constitution. 

He paid tribute to the work of his predecessor, Dr U Ko Ko, with whom he had worked closely for 

the past twelve years. He was confident that with that example and experience behind him, he would be 

able to guide the peoples of the Region to better health in the future. 

Dr SATTAR YOOSUF, on behalf of the Region, congratulated Dr Uton on his appointment and 

wished him every success. He was respected for his experience in the field and in the Regional Office for 

South-East Asia, which would serve as a sound basis for understanding regional concerns. His long 

association with Dr U Ko Ko, who had developed a team approach to the work of the Region, would ensure 

continuity. 

At the invitation of the CHAIRMAN, Dr UTON (Regional Director elect for South-East Asia) took 

the oath of office contained in Staff Regulation 1.10.1 

The CHAIRMAN proposed the following resolution in appreciation of the long service of 

Dr U Ko Ko as Regional Director for South-East Asia, whose term of office would expire on 28 February 

1994. 

The Executive Board, 

Desiring, on the occasion of the retirement of Dr U Ko Ko as Regional Director for South-East 

Asia, to express its appreciation of his services to the World Health Organization; 

Being mindful of his lifelong devotion to the cause of international health and recalling 

especially his 13 years of service as Regional Director for South-East Asia, 

1. EXPRESSES its profound gratitude and appreciation to Dr U Ko Ko for his invaluable 

contribution to the work of WHO; 

1 WHO Basic Documents, 39th ed. 1992, p. 93. 
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2. ADDRESSES to him on this occasion its sincere good wishes for many further years of service 

to mankind. 

Dr LARIVIERE said he had great pleasure in supporting the resolution. 

The resolution was adopted by acclamation. 

3. WHO RESPONSE TO GLOBAL CHANGE: Item 7 of the Agenda (Resolutions WHA46.16 and 

EB92.R2) (continued) 

Section VII of the Report of the Programme Committee of the Executive (Document EB93/11) 

Nomination of the Director-General and Regional Directors (Documents EB93/11 Add.7 and 

EB93/INF.DOC./10) (continued) 

Dr VIOLAKI-PARASKEVA, referring to the criteria used in the selection of candidates, said that 

appropriate qualification and experience in public health might include not only medically qualified doctors, 

but also pharmacists, nurses, dentists and health managers. To widen the field of selection to include those 

with general managerial experience would not be in the interests of the Organization, as it was a United 

Nations agency specializing in health and those who were to lead it should have an understanding of public 

health problems at regional and global levels. She feared that the choice of someone with general 

managerial experience only might also serve to extend further the politicization of the Organization. 

Renewal of the term of office was a mechanical aspect of the issue and of secondary importance when 

compared to establishing clear professional criteria and a proper evaluation process in selecting candidates. 

The establishment of such criteria had already begun within the search group of the European 

Region. At its forty-third session, the European Regional Committee had proposed that the achievements 

of the Regional Director's term of office be objectively assessed, such an assessment being of greater value 

than any mechanistic process in determining the duration and number of terms of office held. The 

procedures for selection of Regional Director had been discussed by the Regional Committee for Europe 

four times and the Committee had not wished to stipulate any limitations. Rule 47 of the Regional 

Committee's Rules of Procedure laid down those procedures and the matter would have to be referred to 

the Regional Committee before any changes were made. 

Further selection procedure for nomination of the next Regional Director had already begun in the 

Region. Great care should be taken in considering the matter, therefore, as the Rules of Procedure could 

not be changed once the process, begun a year in advance, was under way. 

Dr MILAN said that decision on the nomination and terms of office of the Director-General and the 

Regional Directors required the active participation of Member States. Following an in-depth discussion 

of the procedures, the Regional Committee for the Western Pacific Region had been unable to reach a 

consensus and had recommended that the issue be studied further. Having noted the views expressed by 

other regional committees and the comments of the Legal Counsel, she herself felt that nomination for the 

post of Regional Director was a matter best left for the regions to decide, as they differed considerably with 

respect to needs, resources and approaches. 

The most important point was to ensure that the person selected as Director-General or Regional 

Director had the managerial and technical capabilities, as well as the personal qualities that would enable 

him or her to respond with energy to the challenges of global change. 

Dr NGO VAN HOP said that the Regional Directors should be judged upon their professional 

qualifications and performance and he saw no reason to change the current procedures for nomination and 

appointment or to stipulate limits on terms of office. 
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Dr DLAMINI joined previous speakers in expressing the view that regional committees should remain 

involved in the procedure for selecting Regional Directors. She doubted whether the Executive Board, in 

establishing a uniform set of criteria, would be able to respond to the specific needs of each region. She 

urged, therefore, that the regions be further consulted on the matter before any final decision was taken 

by the Board. 

Professor MBEDE said that the selection criteria should be studied closely and defined with greater 

precision. Obviously, the candidate should have qualification and experience in the field of public health 

and he himself would prefer a physician. Once the criteria had been drawn up, a committee, which might 

be formed by the Secretariat, or by a sub-group of the Executive Board, could decide on a purely technical 

basis, whether candidates fulfilled minimum conditions. Initial selection of candidates in such an impartial 

manner would serve as a protection against the exertion of political and other pressures. Candidates for 

the post of Director-General should then appear before the Executive Board. The regional committees 

were best placed to choose the candidate for regional director best able to respond to the problems of their 

region, while the final decision should remain with the Executive Board. While acknowledging that there 

were regional differences in the duration of terms of office and possibilities for reappointment, he felt that 

the existing procedure showed a certain degree of uniformity. 

Mrs HERZOG said that there appeared to be general agreement among Board members that the 

regional committees were competent to decide the mode of selection of the regional directors and that the 

Director-General and regional directors should be medical or health professionals with public health 

qualifications and managerial skills. She endorsed the proposal for appointment of search committees. As 

for terms of office, a regional director should have the option of standing for re-election after a five-year 

term but should certainly not serve more than three terms. However, re-election should not be automatic; 

other candidates ought to be able to submit their names to the search committees. Such an approach would 

ensure a fair, competitive and democratic election. 

Dr VIOLAKI-PARESKEVA pointed out that re-election of an incumbent regional director was not 

automatic under the current system, since each regional committee reviewed the matter before proposing 

a candidate. 

The role of the Executive Board in the election of regional directors was a difficult one; it would be 

even more difficult if it had to decide on a candidate on the basis of a curriculum vitae alone. The Board 

had to entrust the selection process to the regional committees, which would be familiar with the capacities 

of the candidates from their regions, with whose work they would have been familiar over the years. Any 

personal knowledge the Director-General had of the candidates would also provide valuable assistance. 

Professor BERTAN said that while WHO had no option but to respond to global change, some of 

the avenues being explored seemed to lead in opposite directions. Whereas the Board was decentralizing 

its work by creating subgroups to discuss certain items, it also seemed to wish to centralize some matters 

by taking decision-making powers in a crucial area away from the regions. The balance between 

centralization and decentralization should be decided by the nature of the issue concerned. Because of the 

differences among the Member States composing them, each region was very different from the others. 

Matters that concerned the regions should first be dealt with within the regions in consultation with their 

Member States and then brought before the Board with the regions' comments. For example, with respect 

to the qualifications for candidates for the post of Regional Director for Europe listed in Annex 1 of 

document EB93/11 Add.7, it would be appropriate for each regional office to determine its particular 

criteria, before submitting them to the Board for consideration. 

Mr VARDER, noting that the thrust of opinion in the Board and the regional committees appeared 

to be against change, said that the governing bodies of WHO were not alone within the United Nations 

family in finding the decision to move to new practices a difficult one. 

With regard to the criteria to be met by candidates, it would be impossible for any one person to fulfil 

them all; selection would have to depend on the overall view of the candidate and on which combination 

of qualities was best for a given region at a given time or even for WHO as a whole. In some times and 
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places the need for diplomatic skills would be paramount; in others, managerial capabilities would take 

priority. 

The proposed profiles for candidates for the posts of regional director and Director-General were 

acceptable, and he agreed with Professor Mbede's remarks about the role of the Executive Board in 

evaluating candidates for the post of Director-General. Each regional committee should decide the 

procedure to be followed for selection of candidates for its own regional director post. Once the selection 

had been made, the name of the candidate selected should be submitted to the Board accompanied by full 

information on the reasons for that choice and on the procedure followed. 

Regarding the term of office, his preference was for a nonrenewable seven-year term, but he could 

accept a five-year term renewable once only. No Director-General should be asked to serve more than 

seven to ten years in view of the stressful nature of the post and its heavy workload. However, WHO would 

do well to ensure that the expertise and experience of former Directors-General was not lost to the 

Organization by accepting their services as consultants after their terms of office had expired. 

Dr MEREDITH (alternate to Dr Calman) said that opinion on the use of search groups was plainly 

divided within the Board. Since the usefulness of the search group concept was currently being explored 

within the European Region, he suggested that the Board postpone further discussion on the subject until 

its ninety-fifth session, in January 1995, when it would have an opportunity to consider the experience 

gained within the European Region. 

Dr LARIVIERE, while he endorsed the view that a search committee would provide a useful means 

of selecting the best candidate for the post of Director-General, considered that the procedure for selecting 

candidates for regional director posts was a matter for the regions to decide. The election of a Director-

General and regional directors was largely a political process, since those casting their votes were Member 

States, whose choices tended to reflect the wider give and take of the global political arena. Selecting the 

best candidate for a post would not necessarily be achieved by the imposition of formal procedures; rather, 

the Member States should have the courage to press their governments to give due consideration to the 

technical needs of the Oganization. 

He agreed with Mrs Herzog that the renewal of a term of office should not be automatic. At both 

regional and global level, Member States should have the opportunity at the end of a term of office to 

decide whether they were satisfied with the performance of an incumbent and use the electoral process to 

achieve change if that was needed. There was a current of opinion within the United Nations system in 

favour of the principle that no holder of an elected post should serve more than two terms; however, very 

few such principles would in reality influence or decide governments in such matters. 

Although the consideration of the criteria to be fulfilled by candidates had been useful, the problem 

was that it was difficult to arrive at universally applicable and objective methods of evaluation. 

Dr CHAVEZ-PEON associated himself with the views expressed by others that criteria for the 

selection of regional directors should be much broader and more objective than at present. It was for the 

regions themselves to decide their own selection procedures, which, so far as the Region of the Americas 

was concerned, had served their purpose well. 

He welcomed Dr Meredith's proposal that account should be taken of the experience being gained 

in the European Region. As he saw it, a selection committee would not be easy to set up: who would be 

qualified to serve on it, and who would ensure that decisions taken were sufficiently objective? It was of 

great importance that in selecting candidates, less account should be taken of political considerations, and 

more of technical and managerial considerations: members had learned much on that score in recent years. 

Technical leadership was the distinguishing feature of WHO and its regional offices. 

Mrs HERZOG asked whether a vote should not be taken on Dr Meredith's proposal that a decision 

on the matter should be postponed until the ninety-fifth session of the Executive Board in January 1995. 

The CHAIRMAN asked the Regional Director for Europe whether he would act as spokesman for 

the regional directors and give his views on the matters raised. 
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Dr ASVALL (Regional Director for Europe) said the regional directors had not held any meeting 

to discuss these issues. He would hazard the guess, however, that they would wish the procedure to be such 

that the person selected should feel that his or her candidacy had been secured by a fair and democratic 

selection process and expressed the will of Member States to put forward the best candidate available. 

From some of the comments made, it would seem that there was some misunderstanding about the 

functions of what in the European Region was called a "search committee". The role of the search 

committee was to evaluate any candidate nominated by a Member State, as well as any incumbent regional 

director who had expressed the wish to stand for re-election, to see how far they fulfilled the criteria listed 

in Annex 1 of document EB93/11 Add.7. The search committee would then pass on its assessment 

confidentially, and in writing, to the head of each delegation to the Regional Committee. Should no 

candidacy be submitted by any country, however, or should no candidates be found to be sufficiently well 

qualified, the search committee would then suggest to the Chairman of the Regional Committee that 

additional candidates be considered by the Regional Committee, in a special session, held during the World 

Health Assembly. The Regional Committee would then decide whether those additional candidates should 

be taken into consideration. 

It was important to note that the search committee itself was not entitled to decide whether or not 

a candidate should be put forward: that right belonged solely to Member States. The term "evaluation 

committee" might perhaps be more appropriate than "search committee". 

Dr G E Z A I R Y (Regional Director for the Eastern Mediterranean) said that, after discussion, the 

Regional Committee for the Eastern Mediterranean had taken the view that setting up a search committee 

would in itself create a problem, first because every Member State in the Region would want to join it, and 

secondly because it might unduly politicize the selection process. 

In relation to a point made by Mr Varder, he said it would be difficult to explain the reasons why one 

candidate had been elected in preference to another when the election was conducted by secret ballot. 

Dr MONEKOSSO (Regional Director for Africa) said that initially he had been horrified at the 

highly political character of the selection process, particularly in the African Region. He had been 

surprised，however, to find that in practice, both in the African Region and in other regions, the process 

led almost invariably to the selection of a highly qualified technocrat, greatly respected in the region. 

The CHAIRMAN, speaking as a member of the Board, said he was sure that the current procedures 

had been established by persons who had shared the same concern as the present members of the Board, 

that W H O should be a healthy and properly functioning Organization. If the selection system was to be 

changed, it should be changed for a good reason. Ideally, both the Director-General and the regional 

directors should have the qualities of a prophet, but a prophet who was endowed with technical skills. As 

he saw it, the essential requirement was credibility, and in his view, it was most credible for a physician 

to be at the helm of the World Health Organization. 

He was not clear why a search committee should be expected to have more integrity and less bias, 

than the Board itself or to make better choices. There seemed to be a strongly held view that the selection 

of regional directors should be left to the regional committees, but he noted that that view was not 

unanimous. 

Speaking as Chairman, he suggested three possible ways of proceeding. First, the Board might 

appoint a small group that would endeavour to produce a single comprehensive resolution for adoption by 

the Board at the current session. Secondly, the Board might adopt a resolution on points on which 

agreement had clearly been reached, and leave other points pending. Thirdly, the matter might be left 

open, until the position became clearer possibly in January 1995. His own preference would be for the third 

option. 

Dr SATTAR YOOSUF said that persons in all sectors of the health profession should be taken into 

consideration for the post of Director-General, not physicians only. 

Dr LARIVIERE said that he could agree with the proposal to postpone further discussion until the 

January 1995 session of the Executive Board provided all the relevant information on the regional positions 
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was transmitted to the Board through the regional directors. In many regions, subcommittees of the 

Regional Committees had been requested to make a comprehensive or partial examination of the situation 

and the results of their deliberations should become available during the year. 

The CHAIRMAN said that if the Board decided to defer discussion of the matter to 1995, it would 

be on the understanding that its present deliberations should be promptly and fully made available to 

members and to the regions and that, by January 1995, the Board should be provided with full information 

on the regional committees’ views and recommendations, both those already made and those to be taken 

at meetings in 1994. 

Dr BERTAN suggested that the small group suggested earlier by the Chairman might be asked to 

prepare specific guidelines that the regional offices could follow in preparing information for the Board in 

a year's time. Failing that, the Board might be presented with vague and varied information. 

Dr VIOLAKI-PARASKEVA was in favour of postponing the matter until the ninety-fifth session of 

the Board, but did not consider that a special group need prepare guidelines for the regional offices; it 

would suffice to send them the summary records of the Board's present session. 

Dr SHRESTHA pointed out that some regions had already completed their task, for example, the 

subcommittee of the Regional Committee for South-East Asia had already decided to recommend that the 

status quo be maintained regarding the selection or nomination of the Regional Director. The notion of 

a search committee had not found favour, as there had been some scepticism concerning the impartiality 

of such a committee's members. Moreover, since all Member States were on the Regional Committee and 

would all wish to be represented on the search committee, there might be confusing and incompatible 

recommendations. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the conclusions of the South-East Asia Region might serve as a guide for 

the discussions in the other regions. 

Dr VARDER expressed his agreement that decisions on selection procedures and qualifications of 

candidates should be postponed for a year in order to obtain feedback from the regions. Nothing would 

be gained, however, by waiting a year to decide on the duration of terms of office, and that decision could 

be taken directly. Indeed, that would be useful for the three regional committees that would be nominating 

regional directors at their 1994 sessions. Nevertheless, if members felt they could not come to an 

unanimous decision immediately, he would not press the point. 

After further discussion, the CHAIRMAN asked if the Board agreed that the matter under 

consideration be deferred until its ninety-fifth session, on the understanding that the information he had 

earlier specified would be provided. 

It was so agreed. 

The meeting rose at 17H50. 


